
I have put together a guide to silkscreens in available for you to buy here in the UK. I have based 
these on my own stash of screens, and the ease of working with the companies who supply them. 
It is not a comprehensive list by any means, but I have used and tried all of these (unless state 
otherwise). 
I have listed the current prices & postage costs at the time I wrote this. Do shop around, there are 
lots of places carrying the same screens and some sites charge less than others, where possible I 
like to local and individual, but that is my choice.  
 
Sculpey Silkscreen UK distributor Graffititag  
I like the scupley screens as they are well priced, good quality. I like the fact that one of the sheets in 

each kit has 6 pendant sized screens, prefect for jewllery designs. Prices around £10 for 2 sets of 

screens 7 designs in each pack postage £2.49 

https://graffititag.co.uk/search?q=Silk+screen 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Moiko 
Based in Europe, Gosia produces some fabulous screens. They have become extremely popular due 

to artist like Debbie Crothers, Noelia Contreras, Nevenka Balunovic and Caroline Cornic designing 

and promoting silkscreens in their work. Gosia also does course mesh screens, perfect for 

pastels and micas. My silk screen stash is made up of 70% of Gosia’s designs. Prices around 

£8.50 and £6.97 postage. 

https://www.etsy.com/market/moiko 

 

 

 

 

 

The Rainbow silkscreens 
Michaela is based in Czechia and produces fabulous quality screens too. I really like a lot of her 

nature-based screens. They wash up easily and stay looking like new after repeated washes. These 

are some of my favourite screen.  Prices are around the £9.00 with £4.65 postage. 

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/THERAINBOWsilkscreen?ref=simple-shop-header-

name&listing_id=481032279 
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AtelierAlli 
Alena is based in Czechia. Her screens are incredibly detailed and again excellent quality. They easily 

withstand repeated usage; I love these screens. With over 200 to choose from you will be spoilt for 

choice. They cost around £6.50 with postage at £6.04. 

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/AtelierAlli?ref=simple-shop-header-

name&listing_id=545431182&section_id=21799099 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

MIRKASHOP silkscreens 
Based in Czechia another European manufacturer of silkscreens. A different variation on the regular 

screens. I have not tried or tested these screens but with prices ranging from £6.51 to £9.76 with 

postage to the UK at £3.84 they are worth trying. 

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/MIRKASHOPsilkscreens?ref=simple-shop-header-

name&listing_id=520298046&section_id=20774061 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EZ Screen Print 

Based in the USA. With lots of lovely designs, with the option of small medium and large size designs 

on many of their patterns. I have not tried these but they came recommended by a Guild member. 

Prices ranging from £6.00 to £15.00 pounds. Postage is £16.54 (you also have to factor in the import 

duty for purchases from USA) 

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/EZScreenPrint or https://ezscreenprint.com/pages/ready-to-use-
silk-screen-stencils 
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Helen Breil  
Helen is based in Canada and her screens are by far the best quality I have used to date. What is 

more her screens are reversible which means you can have a positive and negative image for your 

designs. Something the other manufactures have not mastered yet. Her screens are sold exclusively 

at Clayaround here in the UK.  

 

https://www.clayaround.com/ourshop/cat_1557935-Silk-screens.html 

Penny at Clayaround also sells a selection of Moiko and Sculpey silk screens with postage at only 

£4.75 with the screen ranging in price from £6.99 to £20.00. 

CreateAlong 
Based in the USA, the girls produce some amazing designs and they are really good quality, larger 

mesh screens, great for working with pastels and micas. They are usually this distinctive orange 

colour so easy to spot in your stash. With the screens priced around £10 and the Postage is £18.14 

(you also have to factor in the import duty for purchases from USA)  

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/CreateAlong?ref=simple-shop-header-

name&listing_id=743242967&section_id=17529833 

 

 

 

 

 If you like their designs, it might be worth looking at Pearles & Co 

Perles & Co – is a French company who stock a variety of different brands of screens, priced in 
Euros. They carry screens by Moiko, The Rainbow Silkscreen, Graine Creative, Sculpey, Create Along, 
and Helen Breil 
Prices range from £3.50 - £18.00. You will be charged in Euros so there may be a conversion charge 

depending on how you pay and with standard postage at £2.00 it is a great place to purchase 

screens.  

 https://www.perlesandco.co.uk/ 

 

 

 

 

 

N.B I have bought 4 the Graine Creative screens but I found that the backing peeled off as soon as 

the screen got damp with paint or when they were washed. I was assured this was a bad batch and I 

know of others who have bought them and not had this issue.  
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I think it is far to say that many of us have experienced an issue with a silkscreen at one point or 

another, some have had issues with the Sculpey ones. But overall, the customer serves for these 

companies are excellent and you get a refund of replacement. 

Happy things 
is a French company who stock a variety of different brands of screens, priced in Euros. They carry 
screens by Moiko, The Rainbow Silkscreen, Sculpey, Create Along, and Helen Breil 
Prices range from £8.95 - £16.00. You will be charged in Euros so there may be a conversion charge 

depending on how you pay and with FREE postage it is a great place to purchase screens or other 

clay items.  

https://www.happythings.eu/us/search/silkscreen/ 

 

Other screens I have bought in the past have come from: 

• Tina Holden Beadcomber based in Canada does some wonderful screens but now, is not 

shipping to the UK. 

https://www.etsy.com/shop/Beadcomber?section_id=12447066  

 

• Tonja Lenderman based in the USA who also does some fabulous designs is not currently 

shipping to the UK 

https://www.etsy.com/shop/silkscreensandmore 

 

• Alison Gallant Millefiori Studio I cannot find a website for Alison at this point in time. 

Her screens were the first ones I bought.  
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